Al decay and exist for a considerable time (~5 Myr or even more) at ~4 °C on large (R>100 km) rock-ice bodies in the early Solar system (ESS). After the early water differentiation, Edgeworth-Kuiper objects (EKOs) and pre-planetary bodies in the formation zones of giant planets were probably sources of icy and rock-organic matter after their breaking up at collisions. Intensive fluxes of the materials could considerably change surface mineralogy of asteroid parent bodies (APBs) in the main asteroid belt (MAB) shortly after their accretion.
Pre-planetary bodies in Jupiter's zone and their fate: There is no doubt that a high surface density of matter in the formation zones of giant planets (especially, in Jupiter's one) [2] ) corresponding to eccentricity of their orbits within 0, 3-0,4 [6, 7] , JZBs-APBs' collisions end with fragmentation of the former for their weak mechanical strength. It is necessary to emphasize that the collisions were more likely at lower relative velocities of JZBs, if they had been orbiting in less elongated orbits and could penetrate into the MAB at a higher rate and for a longer time. Consequences of this would be delivery of a large amount of grinded icy and hydrosilicateorganic matter (resembling CI-meteorites) of JZBs to the MAB and the survival of the bulk of the primitive compounds at collisions.
A hypothesis of formation of C-type asteroid and carbonaceous chondrites: Re-accretion of thick layers of JZBs' matter dispersed at collisions on the surfaces of several existed APBs could lead to formation of the largest C-type asteroids (as well as 1 Ceres and 2 Pallas). Considerable fragments of JZBs could become smaller members of the family or replenish close ones. Different groups of carbonaceous chondrites (CM2, CO, CV, etc.) would be formed in the same or other multiple processes of JZBs-APBs' and/or mutual APBs' collisions depending on the number and intensity of the events. Supporting facts are: 1) a comprehensive heliocentric distribution of C-type asteroids in the MAB [8] , 2) a growth of their relative number to the outer edge of the MAB [9], 3) discoveries of atypical hydrated silicates on the surface of high-temperature asteroids (of M-, S-, E-and Vtypes) [10-13], 4) internal structure of carbonaceous chondrites (i. e., the absolute predominance of phyllosilicates in their matrix, etc.) [14, 15] . The hypothesis is in accordance with a mechanism of origin of chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites at collisions of asteroid-size bodies [16, 17] .
